Let k be a nite eld and assume that is a nite dimensional associative k-algebra with 1. Denote by mod the category of all nitely generated (right) -modules and by ind the full subcategory in which every object is a representative of the isoclass of an indecomposable (right) -module. We are interested in the existance of the Hall polynomial ' M NL for any L; M; N 2mod (for the de nition, see 7, 8] Let E be a eld extension of k. For any k-space V , we denote by V E the E-space V k E. Of course, E naturally becomes a E-algebra. We recall from 8] that E is conservative for if for any indecomposable M 2mod , (EndM/radEndM) E is a eld.
Proposition 1.1 Let E be a eld conservative extension of k. Denote by (mod ) E the full subcategory of mod which objects are M E for all M 2 mod . Then i). M 2 mod is indecomposable if and only if M E 2 mod E is indecomposable.
In particular, M is an indecomposable projective (respectively, injective) -module if and only if M E is an indecomposable projective (respectively, injective) E -module; and for any M 2 mod , (radM) E = radM E and (socM) E = socM E .
ii). If M f ?! N is a source (respectively, a sink) map in mod , then M E f 1 E ?! N E is also a source (respectively, a sink) map in mod E .
In particular, if is representation-nite, then (mod ) E = mod E .
Proof. Since E is conservative, we have (radEnd M) E = radEnd E M E for any M 2 ind . i). From the de nition of E, it is clear that M 2 mod is indecomposable if and only if M E 2 mod E is indecomposable. In particular, M is an indecomposable projectivemodule if and only if M E is an indecomposable projective E -module. Therefore given a complete set of orthogenal primary idempotents fe 1 ; e 2 ; : : :; e n g of , we obtain a complete set of orthogenal primary idempotents fe 1 1 E ; e 2 1 E ; : : :; e n 1 E g of E and e i 1 E (rad ) E e i 1 E = rad(e i 1 E E e i 1 E ) = (rad(e i e i )) E = (e i rad e i ) E for i = 1; 2; : : : ; n and hence rad E = P n i=1 e i 1 E rad E e i 1 E + P i6 =j e i 1 E E e j 1 E = ( P n i=1 e i rad e i + P i6 =j e i e j ) E = (rad ) E :
And for any M 2 mod , radM E = rad E M E = (rad ) E M E = (radM) E : By duality, we can consider the injective and the socle.
ii). By i), it is enough to show that if
is an Auslander-Reiten sequence in mod , then
! M E ?! 0 is also an Auslander-Reiten sequence in mod E . In fact, according to 1], we easily see that by the structure N E ' (DTrM) E = DTrM E and that E is not split; and, by the structure of Auslander-Reiten sequences, it is enough to see that E belongs to the (simple) socle of EndM E ? EndN E ?bimodule Ext 1 E (M E ; N E ), that is, (radEnd E M E ) E (radEnd E N E ) = 0: But (radEndM) (radEndN) = 0. Therefore (radEnd E M E ) E (radEnd E N E ) = ((radEnd M) (radEnd N)) E = 0:
In particular, if is representation-nite, then from i) and ii) we easily deduce (mod ) E = mod E .
For any nite set M, we denote its cardinality by jMj. Given The ber of (f; g) is the orbit in W(A; B; X) under the action of Aut X de ned by (f; g) = (f ; ?1 g) for an automorphism of X. Note that the isotropy group of any point under this action is isomorphic to Hom (B; A). Thus jExt 1 (B; A) X jjAut Xj = jW(A; B; X)jjHom (B; A)j:
Therefore we obtain the following Remark. From the proof we see that Theorem 3.1 still holds if we replace the representationnite trivial extension by the following more general algebra : is representation-nite and there is a locally bounded k-algebra R which is directed, such that there exists a Now we assume that is representation-nite.
The following result is similar with 2. Proof. At rst, we assume t = 2 and let C = A 1 and A = A 2 . We use induction on 
with all a(L) 2 Z and M ' X j 1 X j 2 : : : X jm . In Particular, in H( ) 1 : : :u
with all a(L) 2 Z. Proof. By Remark in Section 1 has the Hall polynomials ' N X j 1 X j 2 :::X jm for all N 2 mod . The proof is completed by taking a(L) = ' L X j 1 X j 2 :::X jm (1) 
